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Abstract

Philosophers of science, activists, and practitioners of indigenous knowledge have debated the status of indigenous
knowledge with respect to science. ‘Indigenous knowledge’ is often used synonymously with ‘local knowledge’ or
‘ethnoscience,’ indicating knowledge specific to a culture. Science and Technology Studies scholarship, however, suggests that
all knowledge, including scientific knowledge, is specific to its context. The study of indigenous knowledge has had practical
results, shaping the politics of colonialism, nationalism, postcolonialism, and globalization. Issues at the intersection of
science studies and indigenous knowledge, such as the imbrication of nature and culture, the construction of scientific
certainty, and the historical contingency of systems of knowledge, have cultural and political implications for peoples
negotiating their interrelationships in a globalized world.

Introduction: Convergence in Definitions

Science and Technology Studies (STS) and the study of indig-
enous knowledge are both interdisciplinary areas of investiga-
tion rather than singular disciplines. Their social and
institutional origins were distinct, and early development in
these areas occurred largely in isolation from each other. STS
has disciplinary origins in history, sociology, policy, and
philosophy, while the study of indigenous knowledge origi-
nated in anthropology and grew to overlap with agrarian
studies and environmental history. Recent scholarship in both
areas, however, suggests a convergence in their definitions of
knowledge and their methodological assumptions.

‘Indigenous knowledge’ has long been associated with the
terms ‘local knowledge’ or ‘ethnoscience,’ indicating knowl-
edge systems that are specific to cultures or groups in particular
historical or social contexts (see Richards et al., 1989). Adding
the prefix ‘indigenous’ or ‘ethno’ to the terms ‘knowledge’ and
‘science’ often served to mark the embeddedness and context
dependence of indigenous truths, in implicit contrast to the
context-free, singular truth of science. The distinct meanings
and uses of the terms ‘indigenous knowledge’ and ‘science’
both depended, thus, on a dichotomy that lay at the heart of
modern definitions of knowledge, separating universal, value-
free, static truth from situated, value-laden, changing cultural
beliefs. Through the 1980s and 1990s, STS scholars questioned
this dichotomy. They argued that all knowledge, including
scientific knowledge, is specific to its particular cultural context.
If this were correct, all knowledge might be considered ‘indig-
enous.’ Themethods of study of the two fields should converge,
then, since all knowledge should be studied with attention to
its cultural and historical contexts. The distinct and separate
foci of the two fields (science being conventionally studied in
First World locations, and indigenous knowledge in the Third
World) would then lose the logic of their original delineation.
By the second decade of the twenty-first century, this blurring
was evident, with anthropologists of science bringing ‘indige-
nous’ fieldwork experiences to First World laboratories, and
sociologists of Euro-American techno-science extending their
models to postcolonial contexts.

The status of the separation between ‘indigenous’ and
‘universal’ knowledge, the conditions of its construction, and the
consequences of its erasure have long been issues of critical
debate inSTS. Inapolemical and influential essay,WeHaveNever
Been Modern (1993), Bruno Latour argued that if ‘modernity’
signifies the policing of boundaries between nature and culture,
belief and reason, humans and nonhumans, then anthropolog-
ical study reveals that we have never in fact beenmodern, for our
practiceshave always involvedhybrids of these categories. Latour
and others, revisiting western knowledge from a distanced
perspective, adopted and popularized ethnomethodological
research. STS practitioners pictured the communities they
studied as ‘tribes’ with characteristic beliefs and rituals. Western
knowledge is, in this method of analysis, ‘estranged’ from its
context or ‘othered’ (Douglas andWildavsky, 1982). Conversely,
nonwestern knowledges are presumed to be no less ‘rational’ or
no more ‘context dependent’ than their western counterparts
(Watson-Verran and Turnbull, 1995; Turnbull, 2000).

Studying the cultural and political role of scientific knowl-
edge in different societies, scholars note that nature and culture
are produced by networks of contingent histories; we encounter
them not in their ‘pure’ states, but as hybrids –‘socionatures’
(Callon, 1995, p. 58) or ‘natures–cultures’ (Latour, 1993, p.
104). Anthropological observers of indigenous knowledge
have always been interested in the ways in which boundaries
were (or failed to be) drawn between nature and culture, and in
the political weight of certain constructions of nature (see, for
example, Lévi-Strauss, 1969). Late twentieth-century shifts in
disciplines such as peasant studies, cultural geography and
anthropology, and development studies also explored how
ideas of nature shape and are historically shaped by social,
political, and economic relationships (Peet and Watts, 1996;
Bryant and Bailey, 1997). It became common to see interlinked
analyses of the changing representations of nature, the
production of ideologies of progress and modernity, and the
functional relationship between the domination of indigenous
groups and the production of scientific knowledge about them.
The study of indigenous knowledge gradually shifted away
from the province of primitivist ethnographers who tended to
value it in opposition to science, assuming it to embody
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primitive expressions of folklore that defy rationality and
mythologize social relations.

Since the 1980s, anthropologists and interdisciplinary
social scientists have viewed indigenous knowledge as coherent
systems of belief and explanation that are homologous with
scientific thought and that can often offer better accounts of
local phenomena than those theorized by universalist science.
This sort of investigation has prompted the reassessment of
operative assumptions in medicine, pharmacology, resource
management, and science education, as well as in nonscientific
fields such as international law, policy, and development
studies. Anthropologists, in the wake of postcolonial critiques
of the imperial construction of ethnographic power, became
increasingly self-reflexive and critical of their own representa-
tions of indigenous knowledge. Anthropological studies
exposing ideological constructions of indigenous knowledge
have become inseparable from efforts (in theoretical, peda-
gogical, and political realms) to alter power differentials in
favor of marginalized groups. In the STS landscape at the turn
of the twentieth century, histories of canonical European
sciences (such as physics) began to share a common disci-
plinary space with the study of nonwestern knowledge.

Meanwhile, in the political sphere, the study of indigenous
knowledge generated a host of policy implications, ranging
from support for collective cultural rights and intellectual
property rights for indigenous communities, to the reexamina-
tion of political assumptions about identity, modernity, and
global citizenship. Nonwestern histories of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, analyzed through the lenses of colonialism,
nationalism, postcolonialism, and globalization, influenced
both activism and scholarship on indigenous knowledge
(Skaria, 1999; Sundar, 1997; Li, 1999). The study of indigenous
knowledge facilitated, and in turn was enhanced by, the gaining
of an influential international voice by indigenous rights groups
and environmental nongovernmental organizations. These
dynamics also helped shape emerging issues such as the politics
of multiculturalism, the ownership of knowledge in the infor-
mation economy, and the role of nationalism and group
identity in a globalized world (Barker, 2011; Baviskar, 1995;
Beteille, 1998). These are large, interdisciplinary topics in
themselves, but even as they grow wider in scope and diffuse in
their disciplinary underpinnings, the issues raised by the study
of indigenous knowledge continue to intersect with questions
about the authority of science and its representations of nature,
about the politics of science and technology as interpreted by
international institutions and policymakers, and about the role
of technology and development in the forging of a more equi-
table world. In proportion to the seriousness with which it has
grappled with these disparate discourses, STS research has yiel-
ded both theoretical insights and practical results.

Theoretical Results: Indigenous Knowledge
and Epistemology

Epistemological concerns are central to the study of indigenous
knowledge. Scholars of indigenous knowledge argue that if we
take nonwestern knowledges seriously, we are quickly led to
abandon a naïve realism with respect to scientific truth. That is,
if we investigate indigenous knowledges for their internal

coherence, social role, and explanatory power, rather than as
instances of nonrational narratives, then we accumulate strong
support for the argument that explanation, evidence, and truth
are socially constructed and context dependent. This suggests,
one argument continues, that what we see in the world, within
and among cultures, are competing rationalities, rather than
a singular mode of rationality and reason (commonly held to
be the province of the west, and its sciences), versus nonra-
tional or mystical modes of thinking that are antithetical to
science (commonly held to be found outside the west). Such an
argument requires a complex and situated definition of ratio-
nality, rather than a simple one assessing syllogistic consistency
or the efficient choice of technical means for particular instru-
mentalist ends (Wilson, 1970; Sen, 2000).

Disagreement persists about how best to characterize indig-
enous rationalities with respect to western science, as illustrated
in a well-known debate between anthropologists Marshall
Sahlins (1995) and Gananath Obeyesekere (1992). Sahlins,
holding that different cultures possess different rationalities,
suggested that anthropologists ought to cultivate a “regard for
cultural difference” (p. 14). He called on anthropologists to
respect the worldwide resurgence of particular cultures as
“distinct forms of life” (p. 13) and to value their opposition to
a dominant, utilitarian, western modernity. In his own work,
Sahlins suggested that Hawai’ian thought, for example, does not
distinguish the practical from the mythical, nor the observable
from the fictional, although these oppositions characterize
European epistemologies (p. 6). Gananath Obeyesekere chal-
lenged this view, maintaining that all cultures possess a ‘prac-
tical rationality’ – that is, a flexibility and creativity expressed
through manipulating and interpreting the world (p. 19).
Obeyesekere’s interpretation of Hawai’ian history via the attri-
bution of a ‘practical rationality’ to the Hawai’ians was, in
Sahlin’s view, an example of ‘symbolic violence’ to the culture,
and amounted to a neocolonialist model that reduced all
cultural practices to western logic and rationality (p. 14).
Obeyesekere contended that the cross-cultural interpretation of
practical rationality, although complex and difficult, is “neces-
sary if one is to talk of the other culture in human terms” (p. 21).

More recently, Eduardo Viveiros de Castro has suggested that
the terms of the debate be shifted away from the realism/rela-
tivism argument. Arguing, through Amerindian cosmologies,
for ‘multinaturalism’ and ‘perspectivism’ to replace multicul-
turalism, he insists on retaining difference and incommensu-
rability, but on refusing the “relativism [which] is often implied
in the ethnographic characterization of Amerindian cosmolo-
gies” (Castro, 2004b, p. 471). Castro argues that “Amazonian
ontologies postulate difference rather than identity as the
principle of relationality” (Castro, 2004a, p. 18). The task of
translation, he suggests, involves an equivocation that is at the
heart of relationality – a task whose inaccuracies and contin-
gency we should embrace, rather than seek to erase. “Anthro-
pology, then, is about misunderstandings,” suggests Castro
(2004a, p. 11). His advocacy of Amerindian perspectivalism
takes him closer to a Deluezian than a Latourian position:

Because there are no points of view onto things, things and beings
are the points of view themselves (as Deleuze would say, 1988: 203).
The question for Indians, therefore, is not one of knowing
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“how monkeys see the world” (Cheney and Seyfarth, 1990), but
what world is expressed through monkeys, of what world they are
the point of view. I believe this is a lesson from which our own
anthropology can learn.

Castro, 2004a, p. 11

Rather than view STS or anthropology as saving indigenous
knowledge from obscurity, a range of new work from the
perspective of indigenous practices has suggested that we could
transform our disciplinary discourses by taking seriously
the possibility of incommensurable ontologies and natures.
Initially central to STS scholars’ focus on epistemology, indig-
enous knowledge later became a window to new questions
about ontology. It is key to an emerging emphasis in twenty-
first-century STS on thinking through things and exploring
pluralist, historically shaped ontologies (Henare et al., 2006).

Practical Results: Indigenous Knowledge and Politics

The categories of these theoretical debates recur in the realm of
activism. For example, many activists, from Canada to India,
have found it useful to employ a relativist argument that rejects
the subordination of indigenous knowledge to science, while
retaining the postulate of incommensurable difference. That is,
they value indigenous knowledge over scientific reason, arguing
that narratives of re-enchantment are needed to restore the
integrity of indigenous cultures, lost or rendered inauthentic
through violent encounters with European Enlightenment
science. This position sees an incommensurability between
tradition (seen as authentically indigenous) and modernity
(seen as ethnocentrically European). Although phrased in the
vocabulary of the anticolonial struggle, it is reminiscent of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Euro-American romanticist
and primitivist discourses in its desire to value a nature-centered
spirituality over a technicist instrumentality. In both industri-
alized and developing countries, however, romantic and bio-
centric attempts to preserve the authenticity of indigenous
knowledge have been critiqued from perspectives suspicious of
epistemological relativism and biocentric romanticism.

Take, for example, the diversity of arguments from India. STS
scholar Meera Nanda, supporting practical, rational ‘people’s
science’ movements in India, argues that the nostalgia for
authentic indigeneity has oppressive overtones of nativism and
cultural nationalism (Nanda, 1997). Anthropologist Akhil
Gupta acknowledges the legacy of romanticism, but also links its
persistence to the efficacy of political tactics: “the effectiveness of
‘indigenous’ identity depends on its recognition by hegemonic
discourses of imperialist nostalgia, where poor and marginal
people are romanticized at the same time that their way of life is
destroyed” (Gupta, 1998, p. 18). Sociologist Amita Baviskar
points out that these political tactics could shift historically.
Observing changes in central Indian tribal and indigenous
politics from the 1990s to the 2000s, she observes that, as the
idea of cultural rights to specific lands was legislatively margin-
alized, the new politics of Hindu nationalism offered an alter-
native: “Adivasis could now imagine themselves as part of
a larger cultural landscape – the Hindu nation, rather than as
a subaltern presence incarcerated in a state of nature” (Baviskar,
2005, p. 5110).

Analyzing the politics of indigeneity, political scientist
Ronald Niezen argues that, rather than signifying primordial
identities, the category of indigenous people should be
understood as a recent, historically shaped one (Niezen, 2000,
p. 121). It may be understood through another growing
subfield in STS: the histories of resource extraction, bio-
prospecting, and transnational economics (Li, 1999, 2000).

The notion of indigenous knowledge holds practical allure
for biotechnologists, who believe that local knowledge of
nature might hold the key to decades of future research into
medicine and pharmaceuticals. It represents an ethical
dilemma for the architects of globalization, heavily criticized
for seeming to obliterate diversity in the interest of a homoge-
neous and efficient global marketplace. Advocates of indige-
nous knowledge often use the term synonymously with
‘eco-friendly’ or environmentally correct knowledge. But, as
diverse studies show, the term ‘indigenous people’ has
a somewhat diffuse reference and can range from small peas-
ants, linked to domestic and global markets, to tribes, isolated
from other groups.

In the last two decades of the twentieth century, there was
a surge in support, from many different interest groups, for
indigenous peoples’ rights to their knowledge, resources, and
cultural practices. Historical changes have often altered indig-
enous communities’ relationship with their environment, or
altered the environment itself, so that methods once sustain-
able might not be so in a changed context. Nor are all indige-
nous communities necessarily committed to preserving natural
environments. For example, the Kissia of the Republic of
Guinea, who use forest resources, tend to conserve forest
growth, while other tribes in the same region, who are not
dependent on trees for their survival, try to reduce forest growth
wherever possible (Fairhead and Leach, 1997).

Practical struggles facing indigenous communities have
often involved rights of access to water, fuel, and other
elements of their natural surroundings that are crucial to their
survival. Globally successful activism in the 1990s defended
the rights of indigenous people to manage their natural
surroundings independently from ‘top-down’ projects that seek
to impose universalist models of productivity and resource
management. In these arguments, indigenous knowledge was
seen as having both cultural and pragmatic significance. The
state and the global economy, representing hegemonic modes
of resource extraction and cultural homogenization, were often
seen as antagonistic to the interests of indigenous communi-
ties. Summing up the importance of law, politics, and the state
in understanding the category of indigenous people, Ronald
Niezen noted, “Although referring to some three hundred
million original peoples worldwide who maintain attachments
to ‘timeless’ original traditions, the political reality of ‘being
indigenous’ is a product of the past several decades, originating
in the terminology of international law and broadening to
become a new form of group identity” (Niezen, 2000, p. 120).

Studying Indigenous Knowledge in Historical
and Ecological Context

Antagonism between the state and indigenous communities
dates back to the colonial era, when the expansion of European
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territories was in large part an effort to control not only more
markets and labor power, but also natural resources. Colonial
environmental management often met with strong resistance
from indigenous communities whose control over their envi-
ronment was weakened or destroyed by colonial policies
(Ranger, 1989; Peet and Watts, 1996). Soon after the mid-
twentieth-century’s wave of decolonization, in the ‘develop-
ment decades’ of the 1960s, postcolonial nations struggled to
catch up with the productivity of the industrialized west.
Postindependence development involved, in many countries,
shifts in economic policy to maximize resource extraction for
exports, large conversions from food crop to cash crop culti-
vation, and increasing industrialization. The implementation
of these policies (advocated by large international develop-
ment agencies such as the World Bank) often caused growing
pollution problems and the depletion of soil, water, and other
natural resources. This most dramatically affected small farmers
and indigenous groups, displacing them from their
livelihood and threatening their modes of survival. Indigenous
environmental movements, such as the antidam movement in
India’s Narmada valley, have often characterized the World
Bank and the postcolonial nation-state as perpetuating
colonial exploitation by subordinating local knowledge
and experience to the rationalizing forces of science and
economics (Rich, 1995; Scott, 1998).

The rapid growth, through the 1970s, of environmental
ethics and economics did not always bring support for indige-
nous communities (see Harvey, 1996). Neo-Malthusian
and neo-Hobbesian ecological scholarship identified
overpopulation, poverty, and weakly governed communities as
responsible for much environmental degradation and led to
policies promoting the privatization of common property or
advocating a global Leviathan. Influential theorists such as
Garrett Hardin and William Ophuls predicted that the
combination of resource scarcity with social complexities
would lead to an ecological crisis (Hardin, 1968; Ophuls,
1977). Many saw these looming crises as legitimating more
authoritarian state-led solutions, giving primacy to private
property and modern resource management techniques. Since
most indigenous communities are not affluent and are
dependent on jointly governed common resources, these
theories often pitted them against the prevailing expert wisdom.

Hardin’s ‘tragedy of the commons’ thesis spurred detailed
studies of indigenous environmental knowledge, increasingly
critical of Hardin’s assumptions. New scholarship on the
commons, combining historical and political economic anal-
ysis of ecology, discovered empirical evidence that commons
use did not inevitably lead to tragedy (Ostrom, 1990; Carney,
1996). Indigenous use of commons land was found to be
more complex than simply opening access to all users,
including irresponsible ‘free riders.’ Research in diverse
communities found that successful commons use was invari-
ably tied to complex, differentiated sets of communities with
separate but overlapping rights and responsibilities, facilitating
individual as well as group uses of lands and resources. In order
to recognize and maintain these delicate social relations of
resource use, both indigenous participants and outside
administrators needed to be aware of the complexities of social
stratification, and historical changes in social relationships
among indigenous communities, and between them and the

state. In many developing countries, however, colonial and
postcolonial administrations altered the meanings of land-
holding and resource use traditions through successions of new
legal definitions and administrative hierarchies, over time
squeezing indigenous systems into models that privileged
private over communitarian interests. Histories of disparate
indigenous groups reveal a continual flux of local, regional, and
global knowledges and practices, rendering unviable nostalgia
for a pure localism, or notions of pristine authenticity (McCay
and Acheson, 1987). An emerging field of ‘Third World Polit-
ical Ecology’ argued that support for rights of indigenous
peoples should be inseparable from the development of more
nuanced historical analyses of environmental and social
relations.

Since the 1980s, the importance of indigenous knowledge
has been widely acknowledged by influential international
institutions. In 1982, recognizing that disparate indigenous
movements all over the developing world were articulating
concerns similar to each other, the United Nations established
the Working Group on Indigenous Populations, annually
bringing together participants from indigenous communities
around the world. Indigenous groups, working in solidarity
with each other and developing an international alliance
facilitated by the annual working group meetings in Geneva,
prepared a joint statement for the 1992 Earth Summit at Rio,
asserting indigenous rights as a fundamental requisite for the
future of sustainable development. Recognizing the growing
importance of biotechnology and its links with traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants, it stated: “[W]e demand guar-
anteed rights to our intellectual property, and control over the
development and manipulation of this knowledge” (Article 44,
Charter of the Indigenous-Tribal Peoples of the Tropical
Forests, reprinted in International Alliance of Indigenous-
Tribal Peoples of the Tropical Forest and the International
Working Group for Indigenous Affairs, 1996, p. 9).

The 1993 UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples recognizes indigenous peoples’ rights to the preserva-
tion of all forms of their knowledge, including cultural, spiri-
tual, medical, scientific, and technological. It also recognizes
the right of indigenous peoples to protect their intellectual
property, and to the restitution of any such property that was
taken from them in violation of their laws or customs. In 1998,
the World Intellectual Property Organization established the
Global Intellectual Property Issues Division, recognizing
indigenous peoples as the ‘most important’ beneficiaries of
intellectual property (Roulet, 1999, p. 129).

The successes of indigenous peoples’ movements in the late
twentieth century were accompanied by a popularization, at
both expert and lay levels, of the terms and categories of ‘indi-
geneity.’ These successes were linked, paradoxically, to
a tendency critiqued by political ecologists. Critics pointed out
that increased funding for the protection of indigenous groups
often went along with romanticized descriptions of such groups.
In a study of South Asian environments and ethnicities, Sumit
Guha suggested that the ‘poetic vagueness’ in the definitions of
indigenous groups feeds into a tendency to regard such groups as
static remnants of original racial groups, supporting policies that
seek to preserve them as museumized ‘endangered species’
(Guha, 1999, pp. 4–5). Anthropologist Lisa Malkki has critiqued
the ‘sedentarist metaphysics’ of indigeneity for essentializing,
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rather than historicizing, the link between indigenous people,
knowledge, and land (Malkki, 1992).

International recognition and support for indigenous
knowledge grew dramatically through the new millennium.
Nevertheless, as conflicts between indigenous rights and
international trade grew rather than diminished, it remained to
be seen how far courts would go to enforce ‘soft law’ elements
such as international conventions, to impose regulations on
transnational corporations and states, protecting indigenous
communities. The future of indigenous knowledge in this age
of globalization may well be worked out in policy debates and
resource conflicts rather than in philosophical texts. There will
always, however, be an important link between academic and
political life in this area. Interpretations of the various
assumptions in environmental law and the indigenous
knowledge will depend on real-world manifestations of the
construction of scientific uncertainty, the historical
contingency of systems of knowledge, the historical
ontologies, and social epistemologies of nature and culture.
In this way, the theory and practice of STS and indigenous
knowledge may become more closely interlinked and may
have significant consequences for the shape of future
transnational indigenous worlds.

See also: Cultural Studies of Science; Environmental Sciences;
Genetics and Indigenous Communities: Ethical Issues;
Historical Thought and Historiography: Indigenous Cultures in
the Americas; Indigenous Knowledge and Intellectual Property
Rights; Postcolonial Science Studies; Science and Technology
Studies, Ethnomethodology of; Situated Knowledge, Feminist
and Science and Technology Studies Perspectives.
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